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Dear Colleagues, Friends and Supporters of OIRF, 
 

  Welcome to Volume 11, Issue #12 – the final Issue of “The Bridge” 
newsletter for 2015! 
 As we approach the end of another year and another Volume of this 
newsletter, it has been interesting to not only look back at what has been 
accomplished but also to look into the future and our many plans for the coming 
year. Already plans are underway for the 43rd Biological Medicine Tour to 
Germany and several speakers are already confirmed. Plans and registrations for 
OIRF to be present at a number of important conferences throughout the US and 
Canada are already in place, and we are looking forward to an exciting and busy 
year. It is our hope that you will join us in our efforts to expand the use and 
knowledge of Biological Medicine in Canada, the USA and around the English 
speaking world. 

  I found the following article from PaedDr Uwe Uellendahl, HP to be both 
fascinating and challenging. His analogies and descriptions of BioResonance Therapy 
are exceptionally insightful, and I know are going to be very helpful in explaining this 
therapy to our patients. He is a member of the elite OIRF Board of Advisors, and I 
offer the Institute’s thanks to him for this contribution to our newsletter. Dr. 
Uellendahl is introducing us to a new device called the Kindling EASY. Although not 
an OIRF recommended device, MORA and BioResonance therapists will find the 
information and method of great interest. 
 Numerous new and cutting edge articles from our prestigious Board of 
Advisors as well as Carolyn’s translations of articles from current German journals 
are underway for Volume #12 issues of this newsletter, and I invite all of you to 
maintain your email or print subscription to “The Bridge” newsletter. All 2015 issues 
of “The Bridge” were sent to you by email and then published on our website. This 
will continue into 2016 with the new Volume 12 Issues. Access is open to all. 
Follow this link to get your PDF print copy of “The Bridge” Volume 11, Issue #12. 
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  Carolyn has just returned from the A4M Annual Conference in Las Vegas (held 
Dec. 9-13, 2015). As we prepare to participate in these huge conferences, the 
Managing Director, Mr. Karsten Unger and their Marketing and Sales Manager, Ms. 
Sandra Börsig from Med-Tronik Germany joined Carolyn for several days. With 
registration of the MORA® Beauty in the USA, we will be focusing on the cosmetic 
and wellness applications of this new device as we re-introduce MORA and 
BioResonance to the USA and Canada. We will look forward to meeting you at the 
2016 Conference. 
 As Carolyn met and talked with a number of difference companies and 
individuals during her visit this year, it was a real pleasure to meet (again) a number 
of current and previous OIRF members. It was an opportunity to renew contact with 
our “partner” companies like Dr. Silvia and Rolf Binder from Ondamed and to 
open new discussions with a number of others who will be introduced over the 
coming months. 
 Note that full OIRF recommendation has already been granted to 
AlfaThermodiagnostics and the UVLrx instrumentation. More information will 
follow early in the New Year. 
 All of this exciting news combined with our rapidly expanding seminar, 
workshop and conference schedule forecasts an exciting, educational and innovative 
2016 season. During the Holiday weeks, Carolyn will be working away at updating 
and upgrading the OIRF website to show these many changes and events. 

  Holiday Closures at OIRF: “Officially” the offices will close in the afternoon of 
23 December 2015 and will reopen on 04 January 2016 resuming our regular office 
hours of 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM Monday through Thursday and 8:00 AM to 12 Noon 
Friday. However, we will be monitoring our emails during the holidays – and if Elaine 
will allow it – Carolyn plans to do post-Germany and post-A4M catch up work (maybe 
from the work-linked computer at home?!). For a “crisis situation” please send us an 
email and we will phone you back as soon as possible. We wish all of you Merry 
Christmas and Happy Holidays! 
 

  Here is a picture of the new MORA-Beauty 
specially designed for cosmetic applications. Four 
modules with software and appropriate accessories 
provide highly effective and delegable applications 
for: smoking cessation, relaxation, detoxification, 
stress relief, revitalization, cellulite and wrinkle 
reduction, weight loss, and optimization of nutrition. 
See more detailed information on this amazing 
device on our website at: www.oirf.com/inst-
morabeauty.html 
 

  Here are your newsletter items for this Issue #12 . . . 
 
 
 
 

http://www.oirf.com/inst-morabeauty.html
http://www.oirf.com/inst-morabeauty.html
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An exclusive article for OIRF Supporters, published December 2015 
     by Occidental Institute Research Foundation . . . 
 
 

How to Treat with Long Lasting Success 
 

Or: How do I get the Black Belt in BioResonance? 
 

By PaedDr. Uwe Uellendahl, HP 
(OIRF Medical Advisor) 

 
From an article in Kindling BioEnergetik, Sept. 2015 

Machine Translation by SYSTRAN, Lernout & Hauspie, LogoMedia & Promt 
Translation & redaction by: Carolyn L. Winsor, OIRF 

 
© Copyright 2014, Dr. Uwe Uellendahl, Neunkirchen-Seelscheid, Germany 
 
 
Dear Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
Those in our profession are always trained and certified at the most up-to-date level 
of knowledge through regular advanced continuing education and are challenged 
anew to prove these qualifications over and over again in the everyday practice with 
patients. Now however the topic of “BioResonance” provides a great challenge to the 
user hungry for knowledge. All existing explanatory scientific models are just exactly 
that, what they are: Models! This means: We form an image of that which could be, 
admittedly a biologically plausible image, but just “only” an image with the character 
of a model. We do not know 100% exactly how BioResonance application functions, 
however we do know that it functions. 
 
 
And thus we are already right in the middle of the discussion about the scientific 
materialistic-reductionist paradigm (  everything can be explained and described from 
right into the smallest inside / the dominant university approach in today’s school 
[orthodox] medicine) versus scientific empiricism (  experiential medicine in the best 
sense is reproducible and learnable, often however in the absence of research the 
quintessence is not yet explainable in the sense of the materialistic-reductionist way of 
thought). 
 
Michael Galle, DSc, HP, biologist and for me a very respected colleague, has described 
this and much more very well in his publications, and I strongly recommend these to 
every therapist who would like to use BioResonance. 
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Let us note: Year after year in the Fall if I 
see apples falling out of the tree onto the 
ground, then I do not necessarily have to be 
able to explain the materialistic-reductionist 
earth’s gravitation in order to be able to 
accept (therapeutically) that also during the 
coming years in the Fall the apples will not 
climb into the Heavens, but rather according 
to experience (empirical-experiential 
medicine) will fall onto the ground. But of 
course everybody longs for the day in which 
we finally find out for certain which 
electromagnetic oscillations in BioReso-
nance Therapy can influence and control exactly which extra- and intracellular processes. 
 
Against this background and apart from the research of Fritz-Albert Popp and Bruce 
Lipton already another landmark was laid for us “Frequency Therapists”: In 2012 a 
Nobel Prize for Chemistry was given to Robert Lefkowitz and Brian Kobilka from the 
USA. They investigated receptors in the body’s cells which process external stimuli, 
possibly in the form of chemical compounds or light. 
 

Thus here an exactly definable anatomical structure is 
claimed so that a specific function must exist. Marvelous! 

 
 
 
Thus we continue waiting until whenever the next discoveries about the explainability of 
BioResonance reach us, and for now we turn to the scientific-medical empiricism of 
BioResonance. 
 
 
The Most Important Therapeutic Element 
 
Now what is the most important therapeutic element in BioResonance application? The 
so called “Knock Out Criterion” which in the meantime decides whether or – 
alternatively – not the treatment runs successfully? The reply to this question is simple 
and results from the name “BioResonance”: “Bios” is life and “Resonance” in our case 
here means electromagnetic communication. 
 
So the effectiveness of BioResonance is decisively dependent on how precisely you 
succeed in exchanging therapeutically effective information (= electromagnetic 
oscillations) with the body of the patient through a “communicator” (= BioResonance 
device), which is then forwarded to the receptors of the cell membrane on the inside of 
the cell, where . . . well, we simply say . . . where they do good there. 
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We also know examples of specific BioResonance application from Mother Nature: Even 
if we only think of the frequency spectrum of sunlight and the resonance-conditioned 
tanning of the skin or Vitamin D formation. 
 
Following these two models we should also be successful in offering effective(!) 
oscillations to the patients. 
 
In my BioResonance seminars, I always lead with the words: “I am a Heilpraktiker not a 
Heiltheoretiker . . . however a bit of theory never hurts.” * 
 
Therefore I must describe a little specific theory here, but I promise you high and holy it 
does not serve an end in itself or the need to complicate anything, but rather it should lead 
exclusively to the fact that the most lasting therapeutic result is secured with every 
application. 
 
I would like to begin with the testimony that I deal with BioResonance exclusively in the 
classical sense. Simplistically said this means that our patients are directly connected by 
body electrodes and cables with a physically existent BioResonance device. Absolutely 
there are also other forms of frequency therapy which use the term “BioResonance”, but I 
simply do not talk about them in the following [article]. 
 
We designate the preceding example with the reactions of the body to sunlight as 
exogenous BioResonance. The patient is simply supplied with frequencies which 
originated outside the patient’s body and which cause a reaction. In the classical 
exogenous BioResonance application, a solid or liquid body material of the patient is 
supplied into the so called “Input Beaker” **. The name “Input Beaker” by the way 
derives from the fact that the electromagnetic oscillations of the inserted materials are 
measured and led into the BioResonance device. The more the inserted biomaterial 
corresponds to the pathology of the patient, the better the therapy result is. 
 
In classical BioResonance Therapy the patient is in direct skin contact with the 
electrodes, and we designate this as endogenous BioResonance. Here direct 
electromagnetic potentials from the skin’s surface are measured, are led into the 
BioResonance device and from there are transmitted as therapy oscillations back through 
the cables and contact electrodes to the skin of the patients, 
 
In a physical sense an oscillation exists as frequency and amplitude. Now you can easily 
imagine that we measure no single frequency from the skin of the patients, but rather very  
 
* This is a “play on words”: Heilpraktiker in German is our Naturopath. Here, however he is 
saying that he is a natural healing practitioner rather than a natural healing theoretician! Good 
one, Uwe! 
** Also called the input cup (electrode) 
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many so called frequency sums are transmitted. Here I agree with Alexander Popp 
(Quote: “As of today it cannot yet be specifically determined which chemical reaction is 
released in the cell by which frequency. Hence for me it only makes sense to treat with an 
as wide as possible spectrum.”) As long as we do not know just yet, exactly which 
metabolism processes in the human body can be controlled with which single frequency; 
we work with frequency sums which are empirically known to achieve the intended 
therapeutic effect. 
 
As already suggested classical endogenous BioResonance therapy is operated through 
body electrodes. Standard are hand and/or foot electrodes, tape and rubber electrodes 
[non-adhesive flexible electrodes] as well as the adhesive electrodes from ECG 
diagnostics. The application of the electrodes to the body results according to anatomical 
conformity, but also according to other considerations, thus e.g. to meridian courses, 
Head’s zones, painful points, etc. 
 
Therefore after the patient is connected to the BioResonance device with the body 
electrodes, and also the corresponding body materials (e.g. urine, saliva, blood, operation 
material, tears, skin chafing, etc.) are inserted into the Input Beaker, the BioResonance 
device should work. But how? 
 
The devices have various electronic filters built-in in order to extract and to form the best 
possible electronically filtered and therapeutically effective electromagnetic oscillations 
from the patient’s presented oscillations. These are then led to the patient’s contact 
through the Output of the devices. 
 
In the prevailing stages of further development of BioResonance devices, nearly all the 
manufacturers offer a more or less greater number of so called indications or fixed 
programs. To the greatest possible extent, these programs consist of preset frequency 
filters, frequency formation defaults, amplitude settings, etc. for the therapy oscillations. 
In most cases these programs are collected through positive experiences of many 
therapists with just those therapy settings on the device for specific indications. 
 

Erich Rasche, with whom I was allowed at that time to learn my basics 
in BioResonance Therapy, always described this fixed program therapy 
as the so called “Buckshot Therapy” – therefore a few balls always hit; 
nevertheless the question is whether the [target] disc falls. 

 
 
 
 
 
Obviously, the advantage of fixed program therapy is that the therapy in the device runs 
automatically, as soon as the indications are input and the programs started. Thus this 
form of application is also easily delegable from the physician or naturopath to “helping 
hands”. 
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However what must one do to get from “Buckshot Therapy” to “specific” BioResonance 
therapy? 
 
 
BioResonance Therapist = Sound Director 
 
For an easier understanding, I would like to call on your imagination and introduce you to 
an explanatory picture, exactly how I also try to explain it to my patients in my practice: 
A singer stands on the stage and sings into her cable microphone. The microphone leads 
the sung information further to the mixing desk of the sound director. With the result that 
only just at this mixing desk the sound director has fulfilled all the possibilities to 
electronically improve the electromagnetic oscillations of the voice of the singer. Then 
the electromagnetic oscillations released by the sound director are put to the output of the 
mixing desk and reach from there across the circuits to the loudspeakers (= the body 
electrodes) and the patient’s bodies can “listen” to the therapy frequencies, just like the 
concertgoer to the singer. 
 
Of course the singer should be good, but if the voice is “ill” or no good acoustics prevail 
in the concert hall, then it just needs a perfectly trained sound engineer who ensures the 
bad (= pathological) transmission of the voice into the room. 
 
Dear Reader, you notice that we are heading for the “K.O. Criteria” of an effective and 
lasting BioResonance Therapy: The optimal resonance between the singer and the 
concert public in the great concert hall of the human body, as well as the virtuoso use of 
the mixing desk by the sound director. The deficient “acoustics” in the body are well 
explained thanks to the teaching of Pischinger about the functional unity of the 
interstitial space and are proved anew in everyday practice over and over again: The 
stronger the over-acidification and oxidation of the interstitial spaces seems, the worse 
are the “acoustics”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sol- and Gel- status according to Pischinger 
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Imagine yourself in a concert hall which is filled with balls on which H+ appears, thus 
hydrogen – there the sound director must already turn up the volume really well, so that 
the song comes over the loudspeakers to the people. In this connection the sound quality 
will nevertheless be absolutely worse than in a “clear” concert hall transmitted to the 
body: in an environment in which the ground regulation according to Pischinger 
functions perfectly. 
 

Therefore the central question about the topic of effective BioResonance 
Therapy can only be: 
Which settings on the “mixing desk” (= BioResonance device) must be 
selected so that at every moment of the “concert” (= therapy session) the 
“listener” (= cell receptors for the electromagnetic oscillations) of the “Song” 
(= therapy oscillations) can reasonably hear, understand and transform? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to find these settings the sound director uses his hearing and his experience. 
However the BioResonance user needs a test procedure (Electro-Acupuncture According 
to Voll [EAV] or related procedure or as the case may be Kinesiology or Biotensor) in 
order to measure out the relevant parameters in the patient and to individualize the 
therapy program. From the “Buckshot Therapy” comes a specific BioResonance 
application. 
 
 
The Black Belt of BioResonance 
 
No Question: He who masters these techniques, or at least one of them and can reliably 
apply them to the patient and to the device, has the Black Belt in BioResonance Therapy 
and with a reliability bordering on probability also a whole lot of contented patients and 
accompanied with that an economically well off practice structure. 
 
On the other hand in a figurative sense this means, through various advanced trainings 
which are device specific offered mostly by the device manufacturers in the 
BioResonance scene, that you can bring the sound director to the mixing desk in order to 
be able to individually set the BioResonance device optimally for each patient. 
 
No pain no gain, may we now imagine the one or the other – and this is also correct of 
course! 
 
Now if suitable seminars are attended, the necessary practice is made and a reassuring 
routine in measurement procedures has appeared, then he can start off on patients in the 
practice. 
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The patient is examined, measured, the parameters of the therapy programs are set and 
then these are started. Such programs usually run a few minutes, but can however also 
(one calls them “chain” programs) last from 20 to 30 minutes. According to the version 
of the respective “BioResonance School” (device manufacturer), at which one feels in 
good hands. Within these run times of the individualized therapy programs the set values 
remain constant. You could also say: That the program just remains “monotonous” after 
its individualization, nothing more changes until the end of the program is reached. 
 
Basically, every classical BioResonance Therapy is an individual therapy, because it 
works with the body’s own frequencies. When Paul Small is connected he is treated with 
his own electromagnetic oscillations and not with those from Lisa Miller from the 
therapy session before [Provided – of course! – that the contact electrodes are changed 
or cleaned every time between patients! CLW]. 
 

But then who says that the parameters set at the beginning after a 
certain therapy time are still what the body needs to go into resonance 
and with that into regulation? 

 
 
 
 
For this please imagine yourself once in a seminar, which you want to, or have to, listen 
to over a long period of time. The lecturer always speaks to you on and on evenly without 
any change in his vocal situation or vocal color . . . sometimes even the most inclined 
listener is no longer completely with the subject. 
 
This means: The longer a fixed program with preset, or nevertheless also individualized 
parameters runs, the greater becomes the probability that the relationship of the offered 
parameters and actually required parameters breaks apart more and more like scissors. 
 
 
Then the solution must be: 
 
a) Therapy program sequences must be relatively short, and 
b) Each new sequence must be measured anew in the patient with regard to the 

necessary parameters, and  
c) The respective new measurements represent the program parameters for calibration, 

and at the same time also represent a result value with which the effect on the patient 
of the preceding BioResonance application can be described and explained 

 
This is quite surely and certainly the Black Belt in classical BioResonance Therapy. I 
have also worked with the patients in such a manner myself over the years on my own 
BioResonance device and have brought colleagues into the subject. Then with this 
practice in my seminars I have almost always seen eager physicians and naturopaths, and 
today many of them work with this individualizing concept. 
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Unfortunately however, very many of those certainly interested in device purchase have 
not reached the Black Belt from lack of time and sometimes perhaps also from lack of 
patience, and have gotten into BioResonance close combat with patients with a different 
colored belt. Then in such a manner of course you also gain a lot of time, but the huge 
number of used devices on the market speaks an eloquent language, and makes one 
suspect that the attractiveness of BioResonance would like to be measured only in 
victories. 
 Unfortunately the individualization concept has a catch! 
 
 
You must not only learn BioResonance, but also the test procedures (if you have not 
already mastered this). In order to always offer the body the “correct” BioResonance 
parameters relevant to the present time, I have checked and customized the actual values 
over and over again with manual measurements. With one or two patients per day this 
action may be acceptable. However with more sessions it can rather quickly become 
strenuous and tiring. 
 
 
Quintessence 
 
Thus if it is possible through manual measurements on the patient to individually control 
the respective BioResonance device in the best way possible (similar to a [manual] 
gearshift with which you can get the best possible performance out of a car), then there 
must also be the possibility to control this individualization through automatic 
measurements of the patients (synonymous with a high performance automatic 
transmission). 
 
Now whether it is Biotensor, Kinesiology or Electro-Acupuncture, every single 
measurement method is similar to a language and respectively has its own semantics and 
its own syntax. If [the device] is capable of recognizing this conformity and of 
transmitting onto others procedures – automatically – in the end you would have a system 
which through repeated measurements of the patients automatically selects the 
corresponding parameters and [then] treats. Such a self-calibrating BioResonance device 
frees you from the pressure of manual implementation, and thus you can make the logic 
of the Black Belt in BioResonance available for nearly every physician and naturopath – 
then it doesn’t matter whether or not he has additional qualifications in vegetative testing 
procedures. Also, the previously affectionately mentioned “helping hands” in the practice 
get full access at top of the art of BioResonance Therapy. 
 
Dear reader, even with such a self-calibrating BioResonance device, the daily work with 
patients remains interesting, and unfortunately – I admit this openly – in spite of our best 
intentions sometimes also less successfully. This then also allows a naturopath now in his  
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17th professional year to be modest in the evaluation of his own abilities; but at the same 
time we refer to our motivations and further development in the values and learning from 
– yes – also from a more or less large number of therapy failures. There are these in all 
practices, with all methods, and with all healing experts. But with each day we start 
everything anew to let these aforesaid numbers shrink toward zero. 
 
In this sense I thank you for your time which you have dedicated to reading this article, 
and I am available anytime for contact and lectures. 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P.S. It has weighed heavily on my mind before deliberately mentioning within the 
writing of this article that I am the therapeutic developer of the KINDLING EASY. But 
because you worked this out anyway, I can also just as well say it at this point . . . I 
am very glad to have found a famous manufacturer who can transform my 
therapeutic approach into a device that hopefully also brings the world of 
BioResonance nearer to those therapists who have not yet “dared to approach”. I 
wish you all a lot of success with BioResonance Therapy in your practice! 
 
 
Author: 
 
PaedDr. Uwe Uellendahl, HP 
Certified Athletic Instructor and Naturopath 
Established in his own private practice since 2000. Well known seminar 
instructor for BioResonance in Germany as well as in European and non-
European foreign countries since 2002. Promotion to PaedDr doctorate 
from the Institute for Sports Science of the Comenius University, 
Slovakia in 2008. 
 
 
Note that the Kindling EASY is not an OIRF recommended device. However, if you feel this 
device will work well in your practice, be sure to mention OIRF when you contact Kindling or their 
distributors. You will then receive a small discount off the purchase price, and a donation will be 
made to OIRF to support our ongoing research and work in the field of Biological Medicine. 
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For further information on the Kindling EASY, please mention OIRF when you contact: 
Mr. Eduard Abrams 
Kindling GmbH Medizintechnik 
Gropius Straße 9 
31137 Hildesheim 
Germany 
Phone: +49 (0) 5121/511997 
Fax: +49 (0) 5121/511927 
Website: www.kindling.de/eng/  
 
 
 
An exclusive article for OIRF Supporters, published December 2015 
     by Occidental Institute Research Foundation . . . 
 
 

Classical BioResonance Therapy 
 

By Carolyn L. Winsor, BMus, BEd 
(OIRF Managing Director) 

 
© Copyright 2015, Carolyn Winsor, Penticton, BC Canada 
 
 
Of course we can trace the use of energy in all its various forms for medical 
applications back to the beginning of man. But it is during the time of the past 60 or 
so years that has brought energy and biological medicine back into everyday use by 
natural healing experts around the globe. It is modern day research and technology 
that has given us the ability to return to and effectively use these natural energetic 
methods. But I’m not going to lay out thousands of years of history (yawn!) or use 
the knowledge of the ancients (double yawn!) to try and explain what we are 
experiencing in this exciting field today. We need only a few words to reach an 
understanding of the background and the basis of the ultimate energetic method – 
BioResonance Therapy. 
 
By now most of you know the fundamental background of how Dr. Franz Morell 
was one of the original members of the study group who worked with Dr. Reinhold 
Voll developing and working with what later became known as Electro-
Acupuncture According to Voll, or EAV (the first documentation was seen in the 
early 1950’s). As changes and innovation crept into that study group, some of these 
brilliant physicians split away to work on their own developments. Many of those 
practitioners such as the dentist Dr. Fritz Kramer who helped develop the low 
pressure electrode tip, brought innovation, credibility and accessibility to this 
diagnostic method that remains to this day one of the most widely used point and 
medication testing methods. 
 
 

http://www.kindling.de/eng/
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In time Dr. Morell also split away from that prestigious study group. Initially Dr. 
Morell and his son-in-law, the engineer Erich Rasche, worked to develop such 
devices as the sender/receiver (transmission of the remedy information 
electronically) and the spin tester (measurement of the spin characteristics of 
remedies and bodily fluids). Dr. Morell’s interests also extended to his friend and 
colleague the hydrologist Prof. Louis-Claude Vincent and together with Mr. Rasche 
they developed the BioElectronic Vincent (BEV) method for medical applications.  
 
Mr. Rasche actually won a prestigious international award for his design of the 
device’s unique measurement electrode which measured pH, resistivity and redox 
potentials of the patient’s blood, urine and saliva. 
 
As the end of the 1970’s approached research began on the concepts of what we 
today call BioResonance. BioResonance Therapy was originally researched and 
developed beginning as early as 1978. The Med-Tronik Company was founded in 
1979, and the first BioResonance devices – initially called “Input-Output” devices – 
were brought to market later that year as a MORA II. The name is of course 
composed of the first two letters of each name, MOrell and RAsche. With a team of 
dedicated engineers and technical personnel, Med-Tronik expanded into a range of 
biological medicine products that included some of the earliest BEV, PEMF and 
BioResonance devices and by 1982 was an acknowledged force within this field. 
 
But all things change, don’t they? The best example I can give you is to look briefly 
at the many methods of point and medication testing currently utilized in practice. 
Even with the beginnings of EAV there were those who were challenged by the 
testing method and tried new and different ways to collect the information they 
needed in their practice. It is this kind of “rebellion” that led to the development first 
of Biological Functions Diagnosis (BFD, first seen in the mid-1970’s) and then on to 
VEGA (early 1980’s). Today we can see multiple different approaches to each 
diagnostic method, and it always boils down to the fact that each individual 
practitioner understands and works with the procedures in their own way. While 
strict EAV works perfectly for one practitioner, only VEGA makes sense and works for 
another. As long as we have learned the basics of the method correctly, then it 
becomes a matter of personalizing the procedure for the individual practitioner’s 
application. 
 
In recent years we have seen a proliferation of new BioResonance devices coming 
onto the market. There are now multiple different devices and companies which have 
picked up the use of the term “BioResonance”. It’s to be expected as the method and 
the technology move into this century and incorporate modern electronics, software 
and technology. As Dr. Uwe Uellendahl says in his recent article [The Bridge, 
Volume 11, Issue #12, December 2015], “But of course everybody longs for the day 
in which we finally find out for certain which electromagnetic oscillations in 
BioResonance Therapy can influence and control exactly which extra- and 
intracellular processes.” That day will come. But for now we must all work to 
maintain the credibility of this method as it continues to evolve and move forward 
into the future. 
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I will be bluntly honest with you here, in that Med-Tronik has faced some horrendous 
challenges in recent years following the death of the engineer and founder, Mr. Erich 
Rasche. Quite frankly we almost lost this company due to mismanagement, criminal 
fraud and bankruptcy. The company was literally stripped of its many long term loyal 
employees and supporters, who then each sought other employment or development 
within the field. About 18 months ago, new owners (from China) took over  
 
Med-Tronik. In the interim new (and some previous) staff have been hired and I 
must say that the changes and development have not only turned Med-Tronik 
around but are pushing it strongly into the future. 
 
In spite of these challenges and changes, MORA® is the only true and classical 
BioResonance device available in the Biological Medicine market today. All other so 
called BioResonance devices are either copies of MORA or are some alternative type 
of technology. Included in this category are BICOM, BioKat, Holimed, Rayonex, 
IMEDIS, and too many others to mention here. And how can I make this kind of 
claim? 
 
The essence of MORA BioResonance is the biological/electronic filter system. The 
concept of MORA is that when the patient is attached to the device, it will read the 
information of the patient’s electromagnetic oscillations, process them in the device 
and instantaneously send them back to the patient as therapy. It is individualized, 
precise and highly effective. This proprietary and unique filter mechanism measures 
the incoming oscillations and can then: 

a) Amplify all incoming oscillations (to assist with diagnostics or therapy) 
b) Invert all of the incoming oscillations (designated Ā or A-Bar, i.e. for allergy 

treatment) 
And the key here which is unique to only MORA: 
c) The proprietary biological/electronic filter can separate Harmonious (H) and 

Disharmonious (D) oscillations 
 
What? Yes, this is the true classical BioResonance Therapy application. By 
separating the Harmonious (healthy, calm, “good”) oscillations from the 
Disharmonious (unhealthy, chaos, “bad”) oscillations we are now able to process the 
information and give the body the support and information it needs to initiate self 
healing. Thus, in most MORA therapy applications you will see what is called the “H 
plus D-Bar” mode. The filter has separated the H and D components, and is returning 
the oscillations to the patient in such a way that the Harmonious oscillations are 
amplified, and the Disharmonious oscillations are inverted. Although we all know that 
you cannot cancel energy, we are in essence teaching the body to “cancel” the 
disharmonious oscillations similar to the way our noise cancelling earphones work 
when flying. 
 
I’m not going into a long technical or theoretical discussion here either. But we must 
bear in mind that this filter system is proprietary and unique. Although there are 
many other so called BioResonance devices, they are not able (or allowed) to copy 
that filter system. However even though many of these newer devices coming onto  
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the market may consider themselves “just like a MORA”, they are all only able to 
work with variations of the filter system. Some have only inversion, some have 
inversion and amplification, some are even only radionic and some have electronic-
only filter systems. 
 
I can’t resist another short analogy here. Remember the restaurant patron looking at 
the menu in an exotic establishment that serves unusual dishes? As the waiter 
informs him that the alligator tastes “just like chicken”, he decides that he will just 
have the chicken please. Hmmm. 
 
I personally remember Dr. Morell promising us during a seminar that once we 
understand the concepts of BioResonance and the operation of the device, our use 
and application in practice will be limited only by our imagination. 
 
But true to Dr. Morell’s promise the result of this proliferation of new devices and 
approaches has brought us new research, new approaches and new applications for 
the MORA BioResonance devices. Like the old high school taunt – “I can do 
everything you can do, and I can do it better!” Throughout the “troubles” at Med-
Tronik, OIRF stayed steadfast in our support of this company on the trust and hope 
that in light of the quality and unique technology of their devices they could recover. 
Like the fabled phoenix with the restoration of full service, repair, domestic and 
international marketing, training and r&d departments under the new owners, this is 
a company and a method that is ready to move into the future. Over the past year 
their upgrades and recovery have had an obvious influence throughout the field of 
Biological Medicine, and all I can say is “They’re back!” 
 
OIRF maintains a strong philosophical, commercial and policy connection with Med-
Tronik that now dates back more than 35 years. In spite of the appearance of the 
many device copies, but yet based on our ongoing quality and effectiveness 
research, OIRF has chosen to maintain our exclusive but highly respected 
recommendation for MORA and Med-Tronik. 
 
To close I would like to update you on the status of the various models and products 
from Med-Tronik. The MORA Beauty is pending acceptance in the USA. This is a 
cosmetic and wellness device using BioResonance as the basis of applications. The 
MORA Super made by Med-Tronik has been registered with Health Canada for more 
than 5 years. Additionally the following devices are in pending/application process 
with Health Canada: 

a) MORA Beauty 
b) MORA Nova 
c) MORA Color 
d) RM10 
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From both a professional and a personal perspective, I am proud 
and pleased that our loyalty and commitment to Med-Tronik and 
the MORA® brand allows us to continue to bring these proven 
quality products to our OIRF members and supporters. Here is 
the optimum way to enhance and complement the effectiveness 
of your diagnostic and therapeutic practice methods. 
 

Carolyn 
Carolyn L. Winsor,  
OIRF Managing Director 

 
 

4 DVD SET NOW AVAILABLE! 
MORA BioResonance Therapeutic Possibilities 

Getting the BEST out of your MORA Technology 
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 – COMPLETED! You missed it! 
Intended audience: For beginners and advanced MORA® BioResonance users. For 
whatever model you are using, learn the true BioResonance Therapy applications. 
You have the MORA, but how do you get the best out of it? This one-day lecture course guides 
you gently, starting with how to think about the way the MORA works, how to think about your 
patient’s health problems, and how to match the two for optimum treatments. 

For beginners, or for those who need a refresher, the basic concepts of classical BioResonance 
are clarified. Learn how to immediately provide effective treatments even if you don’t know what 
you’re doing yet. 
As the day progresses, you receive expert guidance on how to tackle 
the most common underlying problems in health, including candidiasis, 
influenza, hay fever, food intolerances, “tummy bugs”, Lyme disease, 
dental support, and hormonal issues. You will also learn how to verify 
that the treatment you’ve given has already been effective. Cases are 
presented to provide additional concrete information and summarize 
the day’s information. 

Lecture course features Marguerite Lane, ND from Australia. She has 
been in full time private practice since 2002 and has used the MORA 
Super since 2003. She is specialized in the BioResonance techniques 
of Dr. Gottfried Cornelissen of Germany. 

 

 

This course was sponsored by Occidental Institute Research Foundation and presented in 
conjunction with the Gateway Fdn. for Biological & Integrative Medicine prior to the famous 
“Curing the Incurables” Conference held in St. Louis, Missouri September 2015. 

We encourage you to take advantage of this opportunity to benefit from the therapy application 
and information presented by this well respected and experienced practitioner. Video was 
professionally filmed and edited. 

Set of 4 DVDs US $150 plus shipping (available for immediate shipment). 
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Practice Applications: 
MORA® Nova 
True BioResonance Therapy with the Patient’s own Frequency Spectrum 
From Med-Tronik, Germany 
 

 
 
 Design meets Technology – presenting the MORA® Nova by Med-Tronik 
 Standard EAV or MORA Optima assessment capabilities of the Nova® MED 

Professional. 
 Full EAV assessment software incorporated into Nova® MED Professional for fast 

accurate testing and assessment using actual or electronic test sets. 
 Optional “Tooth Testing” module for standard currents in the mouth, as well as 

assessment of dental foci. 
 Cancer and Mitochondropathy Electronic Test Sets according to the research of 

Dr. Gottfried Cornelissen for dementia and cancer assessment and application. 
 Or, VEGA-type testing capability has been incorporated into the MORA-Nova to 

allow utilization of available Electronic Test Sets – or of the coveted actual VEGA 
test set vials. 

 For those who already have other testing and diagnostic methods in place, or for 
beginning BioResonance practitioners, the recently introduced Nova® MED 
Basic offers a less costly device with “therapy only” applications. 

 MORA® BioResonance Assessment and Therapy 
 EAV, MORA Optima or Vega-style diagnostics to confirm infection. 
 Major applications for detoxification and intolerance. 
 The BioResonance concepts make MORA Therapy highly effective, besides just 

for detoxification, but also for allergies (especially), intolerances, skin 
disorders, bowel disorders and so many more 

 MORA alone will initialize the detoxification response and can be utilized 
individually as well as in combination with other therapies.  
o Support with drainage 
o Organ specific remedies (which can also be delivered electronically via 

BioResonance 
o Lots of good water 
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Practice Applications (Mora Therapy Continued): 

 Building immune system. 
 Delivery of medication information. 
 MORA BioResonance Therapy will always increase speed and efficacy of 

complementary therapies. 
 Can also be complemented by: 

o BioPhoton Therapy – especially for skin rashes and other skin disorders 
o Inhaled Ionized Oxygen – for increase of healing energy and regeneration 

of cell respiration 
 Follow this link for MORA BioResonance details. 

 For order, delivery & pricing information contact OIRF Office at  
1-800-663-8342 

 
  OIRF Resource Materials: 

 For more information and instruction about point and medication testing with EAV 
see the OIRF: Medication Testing Report and the EAV Desk Reference Manuals 
(both available on disc). 

 For more information and instruction about Diagnostic and Therapeutic 
Techniques in Biological Medicine with emphasis on BioResonance Therapy be 
sure to order the recently re-released videos of Dr. Walter Sturm’s seminars. 

 For a complete listing of OIRF resource materials, including publications, reports, 
books and videos please follow this link to our website. There are full descriptions 
of all printed and recorded materials online. 

 For a complete listing of OIRF recommended instrumentation, including 
diagnostic, therapeutic and BioResonance devices please follow this link to our 
website. There are full descriptions of all instrumentation online. 

 Of the three full “home-study” or “extension training” programs developed by 
Occidental Institute, two have been fully updated and are available in PDF format 
on disc. Research and publication of each of those programs has been pivotal in 
the development and application of Acupuncture and Biological Medicine in North 
America and around the world. Be sure to obtain your copies of these famous and 
well respected volumes for your library and study purposes. 
• Modern & Traditional Acupuncture: $165 
• Master of Acupuncture Program: Translations of the ancient acupuncture 

classics (The Nei Ching consisting of the Su Wen and Ling Shu, as well as the 
“Difficult Classic” the Nan Ching) are still available in printed format – $125 
Work on scanning and reformatting these materials will progress slowly as 
time allows during our busy summer and fall seasons. 

• EAV Desk Reference Manuals, Parts 1 & 2 – $200 
• Diagnostics and Therapeutics Seminars of Dr. Sturm – $200 

 
Get more details at http://www.oirf.com/resources.html 
 
 
 
 

http://www.oirf.com/inst-moranova.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-medicationtesting.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-eavdeskmanuals.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-videosturm.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-videosturm.html
http://www.oirf.com/resources.html
http://www.oirf.com/instrumentation.html
http://www.oirf.com/resources.html
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“EXTENSION TRAINING” PROGRAM IN 
MODERN & TRADITIONAL ACUPUNCTURE 

 
Over twelve hundred pages of printed materials incorporating applicable materials from the supplementary 
textbook (An Outline of Chinese Acupuncture) and set of four charts (by China Cultural Corp.). Program 
starts off assuming you know nothing about acupuncture (a good place to start even if only as a thorough 
review of the basics) and takes you right through to the most heavy-duty advanced aspects of true, 
‘energetical’ acupuncture. The finest and most comprehensive material in the English language, covers all 
seventy-one meridians of traditional acupuncture; that ‘missing sixty percent’ of acupuncture knowledge 
most “acupuncturists” have never even heard of; and, the modern electronic ‘needle-less’ treatment 
methods (Electro-Acupoint Therapy) now so popular. 
 
Over 3,000 students were originally enrolled in this famous Extension Training Program, and the OICS 
graduate listings read like a “Who’s Who of Acupuncture” in the English speaking world. This program 
takes you as far as anyone possibly can in a ‘written’ format prior to the clinical finesse and practicum 
needed to round out your acupuncture study to professional levels. 
 

FULL THIRTY-THREE LESSON PROGRAM NOW AVAILABLE ON DVD 
 
Price includes disc with all 33 Lessons, applicable supplementary textbook (An Outline of Chinese 
Acupuncture) passages and representation of set of acupuncture charts (China Cultural Corporation set of 
four). [Current editions of the textbook and charts can be easily obtained from suppliers of acupuncture 
books and supplies.] Price does not include printed materials, binders; or, any tutorial, examination, or 
certification privileges. Follow above link for full details. Full set on one disc available for CDN $165. 
 

Videotaped “DIAGNOSTICS” AND “THERAPEUTICS” 
Seminar/Workshops by Dr. Walter D. Sturm† of OIRF Staff 

 

 
* 1944-2004 † 

Part One on Diagnostics: 
• Electronic point measurement 
• Medication testing, and more 

Part Two on Therapeutics: 
• MORA-Therapy 
• Electronic Homeopathy 
• Remedy Information Transfer, and more 
• Optional day on his other therapies! 

 
Follow this link to see a full description of these videotaped “Diagnostics and Therapeutics” 
Seminar/Workshops by the late Dr. Walter D. Sturm† of the OIRF Staff. 
 
Available on five (5) DVD’s plus one (1) CD with all overheads and extensive handouts materials for 
CDN $200 (plus shipping). 

Published in Canada by: Occidental Institute Research Foundation 
    P. O. Box 100, Penticton, BC V2A 6J9 Canada 
    Phone: 800-663-8342 or (250) 490-3318 
    Website: www.oirf.com  Email: support@oirf.com  

 

 

http://www.oirf.com/res-oicsextensionprog.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-oicsextensionprog.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-videosturm.html
http://www.oirf.com/res-videosturm.html
http://www.oirf.com/
mailto:support@oirf.com
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  Conferences and Conventions: As an ongoing approach to bring this 
information and education to a broader range of practitioners this year OIRF will 
sponsor speakers and lecturers in a number of conferences and events throughout 
the USA and Canada. Here are some of the events where our OIRF Board of 
Directors and Advisors are giving presentations and participating. As we move 
through the busy fall season, plans are already underway for many more events for 
the New Year 2016. 
 Be sure to check out the events and conferences announcements enclosed 
and on the Calendar of Events on our website. Make plans now for which events you 
will attend this year and on into 2016. Your support for the organizers is greatly 
appreciated, and gives you the return of fascinating, informative and educational 
programs that will enhance your practice – and CEU’s! OIRF directors, advisors 
and/or members are active in each of the recommended events. See Pages 5, 12 
and 13 for further details. 
 
   Here is a listing of MORA Therapy and BioResonance training 
sessions available in English. The following three sessions will be held in 
Friesenheim, Germany at the Med-Tronik training center: 
 April 8-9, 2016  Basic MORA and BioResonance 
 July 1-2, 2016  Advanced MORA and BioResonance 
 October 7-8, 2016  Masters Level MORA and BioResonance 
 
   MORA BioResonance Therapeutic Possibilities, 1 day course on 
therapeutic applications with With Marguerite Lane, ND, Australia. 4 DVD set of 
video recordings are now available through OIRF for US $150 plus shipping. 
 
   As US certifications for the MORA Beauty are finalized, OIRF and Med-
Tronik will be sponsoring exhibit areas at a number of conferences throughout the 
USA and Canada during 2016. Watch for dates and locations to be announced early 
in the New Year for an opportunity to see this remarkably effective device that can 
rapidly generate income for your practice. 
 
   Did you miss the Gateway Foundation for Biological & Integrative 
Medicine conference on “Curing the Incurables” in St. Louis earlier last month? 
Man, I gotta say you missed a good one! Nearly 120 participants heard such 
speakers as Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt, Dr. Garry Gordon, Dr. Dan Beilin, Dr. 
Jeremy Kaslow, Marguerite Lane, Dr. Michael Gurevich, Dr. Michael Rehme, 
Dr. Robert Cass and Dr. Simon Yu. An optional pre-conference workshop with 
Marguerite Lane, ND covered MORA BioResonance Therapeutic Possibilities. 
 But all is not lost or missed. Video recordings of all sessions are being 
prepared and will be available for purchase shortly. Follow this link for information on 
Aurora Recording and to find the order form for the conference lectures.  
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.oirf.com/events.html
https://www.aurorarecording.com/product_detail.php?prd=26
https://www.aurorarecording.com/moforms/26_mof.pdf
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   Training as a Mayr Physician in the English language! For the first 
time in more than a decade, the International Society of MAYR Physicians is holding 
an English language training program from 29 May through 10 June 2016. Course 
will be held at the Kurhotel Vollererhof, Salzburg Austria. Course instructor will be 
Dr. Sepp Fegerl. Full certification is available only for Medical Doctors, however all 
other practitioners are welcome to take the training for reduced certification. This is 
an exceptional opportunity. All interested should contact OIRF for further details or 
contact the Mayr Society directly at office@fxmayr.com (be sure to mention OIRF). 
 
   50th Anniversary Medicine Week Congress, Oct. 26-30, 2016 (dates 
unconfirmed at this time) in Baden-Baden, Germany with OIRF Advisors, Directors 
and Germany Tour participants attending. Usually more than 3,000 doctors partici-
pate with nearly 200 lectures, workshops and courses (German and English lan-
guage). Main theme for 2016 not yet announced – but it will be a great celebration! 
Exhibit area with more than 220 exhibits provides you with an excellent insight into 
the big product offerings in natural healing and complementary medicine. There you 
can find out directly, and compare. Contact OIRF for attendance possibilities. 
 
   Biological Medicine Tour #43 to Germany, October 25 to 31, 2016. 
Join us for our 43rd group tour including the world famous “Medicine Week” 
Congress in Baden-Baden. Tour program also includes exclusive OIRF English 
language lectures from renowned German clinicians and researchers as well as 
pharmacy and clinic visits. Speaker, event and activity schedules will be announced 
early in the New Year and will also be posted on our website as they come available. 
Registrations for this program will open early and because attendance for the 
program will be strictly limited we recommend early registration. 
 

  Follow this link to our website to see Issue #12 in print/PDF format. 
 

  Updates, Reminders and Announcements: 

   As previously mentioned plans are already underway for the 43rd OIRF 
Biological Medicine Group tour to Germany for 2016. This 43rd Germany Tour 
will definitely take place in conjunction with the 50th Anniversary Medicine Week 
Congress in Baden-Baden in Oct/Nov of 2016! Tentative dates are set for Oct. 
25-31, 2016. Is this enough notice? Meet us in Frankfurt to participate in this 
exciting and exclusive program. 

   Watch for Volume 12, Issue #1 of the “The Bridge” newsletter to arrive in 
your Inbox around mid-January 2016. Additionally, there are a number of new and 
exceptionally well written articles by Med-Tronik researchers and instructors that 
have been published in the German CO’Med journal. Carolyn is busily translating as 
many of them as possible for the newsletter issues in between Health Canada and 
OIRF projects and activities. The January “Bridge” issue will be another big one! 

   Visit our Facebook page – will you be our friend? 
 
 
 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Occidental-Institute-Research-Foundation/121712837901199�
mailto:office@fxmayr.com
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 I trust you have found much of interest in these pages. All of our final 2015 
events and activities have been completed as this year draws to an end and yet 
already there are many exciting plans for 2016 underway. Additionally there are 
various informational articles being prepared for the next Issues of Volume 12 of 
“The Bridge”. Electronic publication with access open to all will continue throughout 
2016 and we will continue to bringing you that cutting edge information for which 
OIRF is famous. 

 We look forward to meeting you during our forthcoming 2016 activities and 
programs. As always your comments are welcome. Remember that this is your 
newsletter – your suggestions, article contributions, critiques, FAQ’s and 
compliments – are gratefully accepted. 

 We would like to wish all of you Happy Holidays, Happy Hanukkah, Happy 
Kwanzaa and a Very Merry Christmas from all of us here at Occidental Institute. 

Yours in health, 

Carolyn 
Carolyn L. Winsor 
Managing Director 
Phone: (250) 490-3318 
support@oirf.com 
 
To Unsubscribe send an email to support@oirf.com with “unsubscribe” in the Subject Line. 
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